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Yorktown weather report

Tonight is the most cloudy, with a low around 33. Northern wind around 9 mph. Friday with the most sunny, a high near 43. Northwest wind 10 to 14 mph. Friday night is the most obvious, with a low around 32. Northern wind 5 to 11 mph. Saturdaysli sunny, with a high near 45. Northern wind around 6 mph is calming down in the morning. Saturday night was
the most cloudy, with a low around 37. Southeast wind 3 to 6 mph. There is a slight chance of rain before Sunday 1. Partly sunny, with a high near 51. The probability of rainfall is 20%. Sunday NightPartly cloudy, 40.39 with a low around the most sunny, with a high near 53.30.40.000 Clear NightMostly, with a high near 40.Tuesday NightMostly Clear, with a
high around 39.Wednesday's most sunny, with a high around 54.Wednesday night's high, with a low cloud around 44.Thursday. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 59. The probability of rainfall is 30%. Mostly cloudy. Winds at less than 5 to 10 mph near 15F n. The sky will be partly cloudy. High 28F. Winds NNW at 10 to 15 mph. Clear skies. Low near 10F.
Winds light and variable. Mostly sunny skies during the morning will give way to mostly cloudy skies in the afternoon. High 31F. Winds light and variable. Will be mainly cloudy. Low 19F. Winds light and variable. Mainly cloudy in the afternoon with a mix of rain and snow showers. High near 35F. Winds light and variable. 40% probability. Snow showers are
getting scattered sooner and more later. Low 28F. Winds light and variable. Chance of snow 40%. Snow accumulates less than an inch. Mostly cloudy in the sky. High 36F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Snow showers are getting scattered sooner and more later. Low near 30F. Winds 5 to 10 mph at WSW. Chance of snow 40%. Partly cloudy. High 38F.
Winds WNW at 10 to 20 mph. There are some cloudy from time to time. Low 24F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. The sky will be partly cloudy. High 36F. Winds 5 to 10 mph at WSW. Clouds soaring with rain coming for some time after midnight. Low 31F. Winds SSW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of rain 50%. Cloudy with rain. High 43F. Winds SW at 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 60%. The evening was cloudy with rain and snowfall. Overnight snow showers. Low 24F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 60%. About an inch of snow expected. Partly cloudy after any flurry or ending by noon with a barrage of snow. High 29F. Winds NW at 10 to 15 mph. Chance of snow 30%. Snow accumulates less than an
inch. Intermittent snow showers, especially early. Low 18F. Winds NNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 40%. Expect 1 to 3 inches of snow. On and early snow showers. Later on the slant side of the sun. High 33F. Winds WNW at 10 to 15 mph. Possibility of snow 1 to 3 inches of snow. Partly cloudy. Low 18F. Winds W at 5 to 10 mph. Partly cloudy early in
the day after mostly cloudy skies and some snow showers. High 32F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 30%. The evening was mostly cloudy with some snowfall. Low 22F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 30%. become partly End by noon with any nervousness or snow showers later. High 37F. winds w at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
snow 30%. Partly cloudy skies will give way to occasional snow showers later during the early night. Low around 25F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 40%. Snow accumulates less than an inch. Cloudy morning with rain and snowfall. There will be intermittent rain and snow in the afternoon. High 37F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. 50%
probability. Snow accumulates less than an inch. Snow showers. 25F near low. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 40%. Expect 1 to 3 inches of snow. Scattered snow floods and snow showers before noon. Later partly cloudy. High 36F. Winds NW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 30%. With any flurry or snow showers ending by midnight, the latter
will be partly cloudy. Low 24F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 30%. In the morning, the sky will be partly cloudy in the afternoon. High 36F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Partly cloudy skies will quickly be mostly cloudy and some snow showers later in the night. Low 26F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow 30%. The time period when
the sun does not exceed 6 degrees above the horizon at sunrise or sunset. The horizon should be clearly defined and brightest stars should be visible under good atmospheric conditions (i.e. no moonlight, or other lights). One should still be able to carry on ordinary outdoor activities. The time period when the sun is 6 to 12 degrees below the horizon at
sunrise or sunset. The horizon is well defined and the outline of objects can appear without artificial light. Ordinary outdoor activities are not possible at this time without additional illumination. The time period when the sun is 12 to 18 degrees below the horizon at sunrise or sunset. At this time the sun does not contribute to the light of the sky before dawn or
after this time in the evening. At the beginning of the morning astronomical twilight and at the end of the evening astronomical twilight, the sky lights very faint, and can be undetectable. The time of civil sunset reduces the time of civil sunrise. Actual sunset time minus the actual sunrise time. Changes in the length of daylight between today and tomorrow are
also listed when available. Loading Yorktown, VA hourly weather data for the next 48 hours. Please wait. 36°F 30.14inBarometer 79% humidity North 5.8mphWind overcast time period when the sun does not exceed 6 degrees below the time horizon of either sunrise or sunset. The horizon should be clearly defined and brightest stars should be visible under
good atmospheric conditions (i.e. no moonlight, or other lights). One should still be able to carry on ordinary outdoor activities. The time period when the sun is 6 to 12 degrees below the horizon at sunrise or sunset. The horizon is well defined and of objects May appear Artificial light. Ordinary outdoor activities are not possible at this time without additional
illumination. The time period when the sun is 12 to 18 degrees below the horizon at sunrise or sunset. At this time the sun does not contribute to the light of the sky before dawn or after this time in the evening. At the beginning of the morning astronomical twilight and at the end of the evening astronomical twilight, the sky lights very faint, and can be
undetectable. The time of civil sunset reduces the time of civil sunrise. Actual sunset time minus the actual sunrise time. Changes in the length of daylight between today and tomorrow are also listed when available. DaySkyHigh / LowPrecipWindHumidity Thu Dec 17 Partly Cloudy Close Hourly44º / 31º10%NNW 5 mph83%11pmMostly Cloudy35º0%N 4
mph82% Fri Dec 18 Mostly Sunny View Hourly43º / 28º10%NW 10 mph67%12amMostly Cloudy35º0%NNW 4 mph81%1amPartly Cloudy35º0%NNW 4 mph81%2amPartly Cloudy33º0%NNW 5 mph86%3amPartly Cloudy32º0%NW 5 mph87%4amPartly Cloudy32º0%NW 5 mph86%5amPartly Cloudy32º0%NW 5 mph83%6amPartly Cloudy32º10%NW 5
mph83%7amMostly Clear32º10%NW 6 mph82%8amMostly Sunny32º10%NW 6 mph82%9amSunny35º0%NW 8 mph76%10amSunny37º0%NW 9 mph69%11amMostly Sunny39º0%NW 10 mph64%12pmPartly Cloudy40º0%NW 10 mph60%1pmPartly Cloudy42º0%NNW 9 mph57%2pmPartly Cloudy42º0%NNW 9 mph56%3pmPartly Cloudy42º0%NW 9
mph56%4pmPartly Cloudy41º0%NW 9 mph58%5pmMostly Clear38º0%NW 7 mph65%6pmMostly Clear36º0%NNW 5 mph72%7pmMostly Clear35º0%NNW 5 mph75%8pmMostly Clear34º0%NNW 4 mph78%9pmClear33º10%NNW 4 mph80%10pmClear33º10%NNW 5 mph81%11pmClear32º10%NNW 4 mph81% Sat Dec 19 Partly Cloudy View Hourly45º /
34º10%W 2 mph63%12amMostly Clear32º10%NNW 5 mph80%1amMostly Clear32º10%NNW 5 mph79%2amPartly Cloudy31º10%NNW 5 mph81%3amMostly Clear31º10%NNW 5 mph83%4amPartly Cloudy30º10%NNW 4 mph83%5amPartly Cloudy30º10%NNW 3 mph84%6amPartly Cloudy29º10%NNW 3 mph85%7amPartly Cloudy29º10%NNW 2
mph86%8amPartly Cloudy31º10%NNW 3 mph84%9amPartly Cloudy34º0%NNW 2 mph74%10amPartly Cloudy37º0%NNW 2 mph64%11amMostly Cloudy39º0%NW 2 mph57%12pmMostly Cloudy41º0%W 1 mph53%1pmMostly Cloudy42º0%W 1 mph51%2pmMostly Cloudy43º0%SSW 2 mph51%3pmMostly Cloudy43º0%SSE 1 mph51%4pmMostly
Cloudy42º0%SE 2 mph56%5pmMostly Cloudy40º0%SSE 1 mph63%6pmMostly Cloudy37º0%ESE 0 mph72%7pmMostly Cloudy37º0%SE 0 mph76%8pmMostly Cloudy36º0%SSE 1 mph81%9pmMostly Cloudy36º0%SSE 1 mph83%10pmMostly Cloudy35º0%SSE 2 mph84% सूय Dec 20 Showers47º/37º60% एस 5 mph84% सोम Dec 21 AM Showers49º/ 9
mph65% Thu Dec 24 Showers57º/36º50% SSW 11 mph79% Fri Dec 25 Rain/Snow Shower43º/29º40% NW 10 mph67% Sat Dec 26 Mostly Sunny40º/29º 40º/29º 40000/29º 400000/29º 4000 NW Low: 33ºFNNW air 7 to 9 kt. Partly cloudy. Sea around 1 foot. High: 43ºFNNW air 10 to 12 kt. Mostly sunny. Sea around 1 foot. Low: 33ºFNNW air 6 to 10 kt.
Mostly obvious. About 1 foot. High: 45ºFvariable winds 5 kt or less. Partly sunny. Sea around 1 foot. Low: 37ºFvariable winds 5 kt or less. Mostly cloudy. Sea around 1 foot. High: Wind around 51ºFSSW 6 Katie. There is a slight chance of rain before 1am. Sea around 1 foot. Low: 40ºFvariable winds 5 kt or less. Partly cloudy. Sea around 1 foot. High:
53ºFvariable winds from less than 5pm Katie is becoming w around 6pm Katie in the morning. Mostly sunny. Sea around 1 foot. Low: 40ºFWSW air 5 to 9 kt. Mostly clear. Sea around 1 foot. See other boy around... ThursdayFridaySturdayWind Speed (MPH)
45610954522101pm3am7am11am3pm7PMMPH456105452210DIRNNWNWNWNWNWNWNWNWNNWNNWNNWNNWNNWNSWNSESEAsS OF: 1 hour: 36 LikeºFFeels: 31ºFWind Speed: 6mphDirection: 10º (N)Gusts: 0mphCloud Cover: OvercastIGiation: 10miCeiling: 6000Prew: 30.14 Humidity: 79% Dew Point: 30ºF Weather in York, Va is mostly
cloudy. The current temperature is 35 °F, and today, for Friday, December 18, 2020, expect high and low, 44 °F is high temperature and 31°F low temperature. Wind is currently blowing at 4 mph, and coming from the north. The wind is gusting to 0 mph. Temperature with wind and atmosphere feels like 31°F farenheit. Expected precipitation is 0 percent, with
current humidity at 79 percent, and in wind pressure at 30.14. Visibility is 10 nautical miles. There are no current weather warning(s). Alert(s).
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